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car hunting
in america
with respect and reverence to richard brautigan
jim landwehr
The first car of my broken automotive dreams
looked like a waffle maker with acne
and cost the equivalent of
eight thousand four hundred sixteen
bussed tables in a black tie restaurant.
Its redheaded owner
who had lost her appetite for waffles
originally quoted me
at six thousand three hundred twelve bussed tables
but after the realization that
my teenage heart was set on
scrap iron waffles like murder
in a Quentin Tarantino film
she added those couple thousand extra tables
for her own good measure.
The steering system of the waffler
handled like a day old jelly donut
and took me places I never asked to go
like a rickshaw in Toronto
or a New Jersey golf cart
and when I got to these places
I had lunch with a lady who wore
a shawl made of peacocks
and we shared a
pastrami and cheese sandwich
with mayonnaise.
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cold spring
samantha coggin
Waters rush against me
now pulsing through the valleys I think can save me
Singing I’m a thousand pounds of rocks,
but this must be how messiah made me
Take me you bullet, you land shark
swimming un-finned, sharply grinning,
thinning the skin of the city

the cave
I once stumbled into a cave, just off the city streets
It was quite damp and quite hollow
I couldn’t tell the pillars from the columns
or which way was what
I sat down on a crimson cushion,
spotted breadcrumbs in the seams and thought:
someone else has been here
Copper pipes howled into the heavens
and I could smell the mahogany splitting from itself,
each creek seeping deeper into my posture
I could feel, in the crannies of the cave,
in the slinky inclines of coiling corners,
in the gilded daggers bluffing from the walls and ceilings
something quite unholy
8
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natalia litwincz

samantha coggin
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here’s to you,
sol of the earth
j kane

A

wake again, the sun
above the mountains
was getting ready to
sleep, and there were pictures of
women swimming around inside
my head again that brought back
once more their sweet scent and
touch. But I knew that would all
have to wait a while longer yet, for
downstairs was dry as a desert. And
amongst the women there were also
words, lengthy swirling snakes of
words, within and around the various arms and limbs, the delectable
bodies and faces. I could make out
partial phrases here and there, but
one eventually tended to blur into
another, making anything resembling a passage all that more difficult
to unravel.
Pulling in to fill up the tank after
taking the old white car over half a
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mile higher than sea level, I caught
sight of the last of the day’s light on
my hand still holding the steering
wheel, shining on the sunless ring
curling around my finger, where an
engraved band of silver used to be.
We called the car Gloria, my wife
and I, on account of the song, which
had helped fill in the background as
our bodies were first starting to get to
know each other. But no legs could
now be seen catching the last of the
light on the sedan’s front seat. Instead, there was a bag full of clothes,
a couple of books, and on the floor
an extra pair of boots in place of her
feet.
In a nearby bar there was plenty of
post work quenching going on. Beer
in hand, I watched the early evening unfold, before it was suddenly
some drinks later and I found myself

yapping with a kind-eyed landscaper called Sol, who offered me a job
lugging rock the next morning at a
property near the town of Katoomba, though the owners preferred to
say it was in Leura when it’s really
somewhere in between. Finishing the
job earlier than expected, he paid me
in cash and mentioned a gardener’s
job he knew was going at a nearby old people’s home. After jotting
down the details, I drove to the edge
of the bush again and promptly fell
back to sleep.
Sol had called ahead to get my
foot in the manager’s door. The manager, a Mrs. Doreen Shearer, hastily explained the relevant duties to
be done in between calling out the
bingo numbers for the gathered residents in the common room. The duties largely consisted of mowing the
lawns, weeding, feeding and pruning
of the various garden beds. Since it
was Friday, she said it would be best
if I came back Monday and showed
her what I could do. So I spent some
of Saturday scanning the local library shelves for volumes on basic
gardening techniques, which at the
very least immediately added to my
vocabulary, with words like mulch
and secateurs.

had to do with the job at hand. Remembering Sol’s tip, I stopped at
random places and picked weeds
from different garden beds as if I
couldn’t help myself, whipping out
the recently acquired secateurs and
snipping off the heads from dead or
dying flowers, and occasionally rubbing earth between my fingers so as
to show that I was determining the
condition of the soil. I’d also taken
Sol’s advice on firstly concentrating
on the state of the garden bed directly outside the manager’s office,
weeding and feeding and mulching
it before the break for lunch, making
note of Mrs. Shearer’s nods of appreciation, just as Sol had predicted. Later she showed me into her office and
stressed the absolute importance of
regularly maintaining every lawn on
the property, for inattention in that
department, she said, was something
the residents would never fail to notice, or even possibly forgive.

Tweak of the thumb, she cried.

In the warmer months, the lawns
are required to be cut at least once
every ten days, maybe even more
during the peak season, depending
on the amount of rain. The rules of
employment stipulate that any stray
grass cuttings not caught by the
Duck and dive, she cried.
catcher are to be raked and dispersed
On Monday morning, Shear- atop the compost heap, which needs
er showed me around the grounds, turning through at least once a week
which took at least an hour, for she with the provided pitchfork. It’s also
had a lot to say and some of it even important not to forget to go back
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and trim the lawn edges, and afterwards use a leaf-blower to clear the
paths again.
Until seeing for myself in the
shed, I never knew a leaf-blower was
an actual machine, nor a lawn-edger for that matter either. As for what
Shearer called a whipper-snipper, a
process of elimination helped identify that particular contraption from
the rest of its caged companions.
Fortunately the manuals for each
device were neatly piled in an oilstained wooden box, beside a large
enough collection of chemicals that
looked as if they could do serious
damage to a herd of elephants, or my
wife’s sickeningly sanctimonious, interfering friends.

Staying alive, she cried.

Any doubts about the importance of the lawns to the residents
were quickly removed once I started meeting some of the folk on my
rounds. Some spoke about the abilities of my predecessors as if they
were comparing the technique of
their favorite tennis players. But it
soon became clear that the qualities
of my immediate predecessor would
not be too difficult to surpass. Rather
than regularly attend to the grounds,
he apparently preferred weightlifting
alone in the garden shed. No doubt
this explained the presence of a full
length mirror leaning up against one
of the walls, as well as an abandoned
dumbbell bar and a small tube of
12

oil featuring the imprint of an overly developed headless torso. Maybe
the proximity to so many nearing
the end of their lives had reminded
my unknown gardening brother of
his own mortality. Or maybe he was
merely vain.

Clean the floor, she cried.

The ladies in unit numbers 27
and 28 could often be found arguing over the feeding of the cockatoos, who came most afternoons to
perch on a nearby railing. Number
27, with a penchant for psychic predictions, one of which included the
premature passing of Mrs. Shearer (I
give her two years at best) took the
position of vehemently opposing the
feeding of any bird, and would repeatedly cite the appropriate passage
in the handbook of rules and regulations, whereas number 28, with a
fondness for Finnish vodka and the
piano sonatas of one Mr. Ludvig van
Beethoven, darling was strongly in
favor of the free distribution of birdseed in any amount she deemed appropriate, and would feign retching
at the mere mention of the rules.

Trombones, she cried.

From what I could tell, the majority of the residents were women, and
of the men there seemed to be only
a few who were present with wives,
the rest either being divorced, widowers, or bachelors from the very
beginning.

One morning I met one of the
few couples there when I was sent
to return a recently repaired kitchen drawer to their flat, number 15.
A white-haired woman with glasses
half the size of her head answered
the door and invited me in. Instantly
I was struck by a wave of heat and
eucalyptus oil, mixed with the unmistakable aroma of bacon and eggs.
At first my eyes could only see with
a degree of ease while squinting.
Across the room, in front of the sliding glass doors, a giant of a man was
sitting in an armchair with a blanket covering his lap and a ventilator
on the ground beside him, where
you might have expected to find a
faithful dog. He waved me over with
a hand the size of a bear paw and
told me that he used to run a winery, almost single handedly, before
suddenly making me swear, swear
you’ll look after your knees. Closer,
I want to see the whites of your eyes
when you say it. After the aromatic
onslaught, I doubted there was any
white left, but all the same I leant in
closer and looked him straight in the
eye and swore that I would look after
my knees, no matter what.
Often the sentences of the couple
overlapped, or each simply spoke as
if the other were no longer speaking.
When he asked me to help him up, I
grabbed a hold of his forearms and
gradually pulled him to his feet. He
was stooped and yet still a good head
and a half taller than me. The woman smiled and spoke as if he were no

longer even in the room with us anymore. He was the strongest man I’ve
ever known, the absolute strongest,
and the kindest you’d ever likely come
across. There’s a photograph of him
somewhere holding our four children
up in the air, one in each arm, one on
each shoulder. The strongest, without
a doubt the strongest.

Stuck in the tree, she cried.

Before the handyman left for the
better paying position of working in
a state prison, I helped him build a
railing above an embankment near
the main entrance, in case car passengers got confused and took a
tumble down to the road below. The
insurance company insisted.
Then he was off to be retrained
and I was left to plant out a flowerbed
to help soften the sight left behind by
our construction efforts. I made enquiries at a local nursery to see what
plants might be suitable, and later,
beginning to turn the soil, I could
hear a voice coming from somewhere and looked up to see a short
woman looking down at me from
her balcony, the number 17 stenciled
on the concrete base beneath her. I
said now at least I’ll get to see some
color from behind these dreadful iron
grills. I’ll give you a thousand dollars
if you help me break out of here. The
offer was tempting but I decided not
to act on it right away, in case it was
more urgently needed further down
the line. At least you’re trying to make
13
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something beautiful. That’s the very
least we can do. But unfortunately
your flowerbed will only be a small
section on an otherwise enormous
canvas irreparably damaged by the
onslaught of manmade grey.
She said it wouldn’t be so bad were
the house she’d lived in for the past
thirty years not be sitting a 6 minutes drive away, currently uninhabited. Once her husband had died, her
sons decided that she was no longer
in a fit state to be living alone, and
so arranged for her to be moved into
this old people’s home, that’s what it
is, why don’t they just say it? You look
like you could use a whiskey. I said
maybe later and meant it. Alone. My
sons wouldn’t know what it is to be
alone, truly alone.
In the final years of his life, her husband had retreated more and more
into the machinations of his increasingly muddled mind. She first began
to notice the change in him when he
would suddenly burst out laughing
for no particular reason. Soon thereafter he was dancing around in the
middle of the street dressed or otherwise and she ended up having to
lock the front gate and hide the key.
But it never stopped him from trying
to climb over. Often she’d find him
passed out from exhaustion under
a nearby tree, impossible to wake,
and far too large for her to move on
her own. So she would sit there with
him, whatever the weather, and look
at the tree stump that they had oiled
together all those years ago so as to

help preserve the rings, for the rings
they knew would outlast them all.

Gateway to heaven, she cried.

Boris had been living at the home
longer than anyone. Securing a place
soon after the initial round of construction was completed, he moved
in almost 20 years ago, to unit number 2, having been beaten to number
1 by a whisker. A cat’s whisker, as
it turned out, for pets were forbidden in the new establishment and it
took Boris longer than expected to
find a home for his cat, since each
of his four children were reluctant
to receive a fluffy ginger addition to
their household, a daughter finally
obliging on condition of a sufficient
monthly financial incentive. She’ll
still ask for it now one way or another, a cheque here and there. That first
day just got the ball rolling. And that
cat’s been dead for donkey’s. Though
at least I get photos of the kids, and
one of them could pass for my wife,
she really could.
Unless the weather was particularly foul, Boris could usually be found
somewhere on the grounds working
on one of his dry stone walls. Modesty prevented him from detailing
his achievements, but apparently he
had built every wall you came across
within the boundaries of the village.
He was a chemical engineer before
retiring, with no building experience
whatsoever, it was just something he
picked up bit by bit as he found all

kinds of rock left behind following
the construction, and a lot of it he
moved bit by bit to the unused cavity beneath his building, and then
bit by bit he would start making little walls here and there, something
to accentuate a garden bed perhaps,
add a little texture to the surrounding environment, or counterbalance
the boring mere utility of the tasteless 1980s architecture. Usually he’d
settle on a starting point and then
start shifting rocks about. He’d pick a
piece, roll it around in his hand, get
a good feel for it, and then see where
it would lead. He’d familiarize himself with the edges, and in the end
he said it was kind of like putting a
giant jigsaw puzzle together, except
that there was always more than one
place for any particular piece to go. It
soon became a part of his day as important as washing his face with cold
water first thing on waking. Besides,
he didn’t want to agitate himself anymore with the superficialities of the
newspapers or the nightly news. The
world is always ending. I may as well
build a decent wall in the meantime.
Often, the screeching cockatoos
late in the afternoon signaled the
end of his working day. They made
him think of the sky tearing open in
two, and he would half imagine the
sound of brass horns and bells soon
to follow, as if announcing the final
meeting of the world above with the
world below. Afterwards, if anyone
was left behind, they could come
and see how his walls had held up

under the strain.

All the feathers, she cried.

Unlike Boris and his cockatoos,
for me the lawnmower was starting
to sound like the end of the world.
Apart from the scent of freshly
mown grass, the only upside was
how I would notice the slightest utterance once the machine had been
shut off, such as a tiny bird foraging
under foliage in a nearby garden
bed, or some of the last fallen leaves
of autumn getting caught in a slight
breeze and emitting dry crunchy
whispers as they hit up against the
corner of a wall and swirled about.
Through a mist that had gathered,
I could make out Boris seated on a
plastic milk crate, rolling a piece of
rock around in his hand about the
size of a tennis ball, only flatter. I
was about to head over to say hello but stopped on seeing him drop
the rock, reach into his shirt pocket
and take out a pen and a piece of paper, which he slowly unfolded as if it
were a delicate treasure map. Jotting
something down, he then repeated
the process in reverse, until the rock
was once again rolling around in his
hand. I decided to leave him alone
for a while and went off to finish a
herb garden that I’d earlier started
mulching. When I returned he told
me that he had been thinking of his
brother again, specifically remembering the day when they had met
up in London after some years apart,
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and how his brother had brought
with him a book as a gift, the name
of which Boris for the life of me could
not remember, and yet he could easily picture his brother walking towards him that day and picture exactly what he was wearing, brown
jacket, white shirt, red scarf, oxblood
boots, and even the kind of bags that
he had brought with him, one beige
and leather, the other a dark canvas
but nothing about the book except
for a random line that would come
every now and then and knock upon
his consciousness, as if his brother
himself were reading aloud to him,
softly, from a simultaneously near
and far distance.

Key of the door, she cried.

He looked like he was sleeping
when I found him, but he wasn’t
sleeping of course, he was dead. We’d
only been speaking a short while
earlier as he went about working on
another stone wall. It was the bingo
time of the month again, and I had
said to him: Come on, we don’t have to
play, we can just sit and have a drink
together and listen to the numbers
as they’re called. They might remind
us of old telephone numbers from
our glory days, and then who knows
what memories might come up? He
guffawed, harder than I would have
expected, cupped my shoulder, nodded, and said he would see me later.
Now I can’t help but wonder what he
might have read behind my eyes.
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As bingo was getting started, I’d been stealthily sinking plastic
cups of sauvignon blanc before exiting out the back entrance between
the calling out of numbers. There
was no answer when I knocked on
the door. I knew Boris wouldn’t have
been outside as it was getting too
late, the sun was setting, a wind was
growing, and history showed that he
would’ve by now been sitting feet up
with a popped open bottle of stout
in hand, watching his favorite early
evening comedy shows. Come on,
Boris, open up. So I knocked again
and turned the knob and saw him
there in his armchair, his hands upturned in his lap as if they were offering themselves to be manacled, and
between them sat a heavily creased
sheet of paper, which I folded and
put away in my pocket, without hesitation.
Shearer was in between calling out
numbers again, and so I went up and
whispered the news in her ear. She
nodded, called out the next number,
and a woman down the back I’d not
seen before yelled out: Bingo! In her
office she wanted to know if I was
sure. Are you sure? You have to be
sure. Her cheeks turned red and the
building water in her eyes started to
overflow. My hands were about to
try and comfort her but it only reminded me all the more of my wife,
and so I put them to my side and insisted they accompany the rest of my
body out the door.
The bingo crowd was beginning

to slowly disperse. Boris much preferred the more peaceful climes of
the open air, or the simple cushioning comforts of his flat at the end
of the day, rather than ceaselessly
chat with his fellow tenants. But every second Monday, he would have
to make his way into the manager’s
office to pay his upkeep fees. It took
six weeks after she’d started before
he realized that the less he saw of
Mrs. Shearer the better. According
to Boris, she had the unnerving ability of always referring to herself regardless of what you had said to her.
For instance, you had a close friend
die in the war? Last night she was
watching a movie and the bad guys
were the Germans on the north African coast. Your hip’s been playing
up and you’re due to have some tests
done on it soon? Her son hurt his
knee playing football and is considering surgery. Your car won’t start and
you’re waiting for a taxi to take you
to the supermarket? She’s thinking of
trading in her hatchback for something sleeker. You’re getting together
with some old friends in New Zealand next month? She was glad she
attended her high school reunion last
year. Some intense personal memories have arisen upon a recent rereading of Henry IV, Part One? Her
roommate in college once had a cat
named Ophelia. You just completed a
thousand piece jigsaw puzzle depicting Custer’s Last Stand? She’s having
curry for dinner tonight.
Now the last of the light was

leaving. Leaning against a wall, still
warm from the afternoon sun, I unfolded the piece of paper and looked
through what Boris had left behind.
It read:
He knew immediately that I was
watching him, loneliness had sharpened his instincts.
Orange trees and jasmine were
growing in the courtyard and the
arches were covered with vines.
If life has no intention of doing you
any favors, I’d rather go out where I
can’t be expecting any.
Self-sufficient and indifferent to the
suffering of the rest of the world, with
the unquestioning straightforward
glance of an animal.
She led me along on littered slopes,
past shattered china and bits of wire
and broken springs and rusty pipes,
all glimmering grotesquely in the
moonlight.
In a way you look older, and in another way you look younger, first one
and then the other.
It was here that I learned how
memory can keep the diseased heart
beating.
None of it felt real, and for one paralytic moment I was sure I was gliding away into another sphere of sen-
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sations.

A penetrating yet unseeing gaze,
as if he were looking through me as
I feel a small electric flash of love through glass down corridors scarcely
go out toward anyone I am in contact human.
with, no matter who it is or where.
You remain alone, you can’t get inThe real remembrance lies in a mo- side the rest, they can’t get inside you.
mentary fragrance.
A million little spirits each with
It’s the thing hiding inside us that its own peculiar tastes, hopelessly far
gives us shivers.
away from one another.
I knew he was awake, staring
But as I was beginning to doze off
ahead as if he were gazing into a mir- I heard a sound, a low buzz, steady
ror, searching for something neither and quite unexplainably frightening,
on the earth nor in the sky.
the sound of time rolling past, and the
world turning on its tiny axis.
Physical uneasiness can instill odd
thoughts into the mind, thoughts
In my dream it appeared, among
frilled all up in their elaborateness, other things, that the oranges had
in all the bizarre intuitive fullness of dried out, had turned hollow and mea dream.
tallic, had changed into little bells.
But of course the truth is that inIt didn’t take me long to pack. In
timacy and closeness were all an in- fact I left as light as ever. The coutricate hoax, an ingenious dream, a ple of books I’d brought with me I
subtle but halfhearted mirage.
dropped on the steps of the local library.
Be fragile, be tender, humiliate
Driving back down the mounyourself and let the discoloration of tains, heading east towards the city,
dream close in on you.
my fingers wouldn’t let the dial settle
on any particular station, until evenThe reality becomes a cruel dream tually the stirrings of a familiar song
while the dream fades into a tender led the hand back to join the other
manmade reality.
on the steering wheel. I rolled up my
sleeves as pictures of my wife startBut all attempts at verbal commu- ed coming through again, her shiny
nication he had surely dismissed as legs in a pretty red dress, her dark
vanity years and years ago.
hair, her dark mouth, the way the car
would warmly smell of her on cold
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winter mornings, the way she would
say Saskatchewan. So at the next set
of lights I turned around and headed
back west again, and this time kept
going.
The bush in this place is blessed.
Black cockatoos bicker in the air
above the edge of the escarpment.
At the retirement village, the man
in number 12 saw fit to trim the lawn
edges outside his front door with
a pair of craft scissors and a purple plastic ruler when he thought I
wasn’t looking. Any attempt to meet
his exacting standards I knew would
inevitably end in failure. Once, after necking a bottle in front of the
muscleman mirror, I went and asked
him whether he had ever been married, and he said: A bachelor knows
a woman better than anyone. That’s
why he’s a bachelor.
I’ve thought about searching for
the book, of course, which led Boris
to write down his randomly collected lines, but at the moment I doubt
I could handle all the different kinds
of noises that would come along
with it.
You mightn’t think all zeros and
ones could make such a racket, but
they can.
So here’s a paper plane instead.
Watch it leave its fingertip landing
strip, glide out over the edge.
That’s why he’s a bachelor.
That’s why.
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how a child,
how a man
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The brightest of the church
Irregular, long pointed cross, feels handmade in irregularity
So light despite a small window, the red is almost electric
They look so indistinct against such a backdrop
Torn chunks of wet melon, darkening earth, sweet and ragged
A white dress, lace over lace, thin fabric, silhouette within summit, her
long neck a letter dipped in coffee
Saffron seeds blown urgently, burying their dry tips in aubergine earth
A black cross, lacquered and shiny, quenched in chalky frame, the only
shadow against mesa of ruby
He keeps his head down, seeing with closed eyes her mahogany lips, open
slightly in effort, lighting candles with soft bend, a fan, folding in parts like
a map of the world
Her fingers will taste of lime, salt and coal. Her eyes onyx almonds closed
against the chaffing stain of obedience
Study patience, mark time in fevered listing, wet appetite against stillness.
Here, there is your reward. Still briny from journeying, her legs shaking
him out into your arms, so it is, so she prays. Tightly into statues, looking
into light. How a child, how a man, nine turns of moon, humble against
her creationism, endeavors gratitude in absolution of ego.

kyle hemmings

prepared for anything, paris | jim ross

a dark moment, paris | jim ross

candice louisa
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A former friend said to me, I’m jealous of your whimsical life.
I haven’t stopped drinking since I was in a hotel room
with his wife, my feet kneading red, chalklike carpet,
their honeymoon’s pall a dim, amber light. She said
you need Vitamin D, Sunshine. I made a habit
of overdosing on the sun. Tell me again what I need.
I had yet to unpeel friendship’s pear with my lips—
and sink. I danced with her months before
at The Viper Room, my shirt half-clipped. I could not stop
thinking about how we might fit under the drunken moon:
her candles the flares in a darkening room, wax trickling
with no end, the rose-like incense rotting the room…
I read an article claiming that remembering
a memory is like saving a JPEG—
each time you remember, the image pixelates
a little more until it blurs beyond recognition.
It was dark when it happened. We were drinking.
Streetlights cast orange bars on the bed through
window blinds while we slipped hungrily
from existence. Her face was a spade
but we felt like the garden, digging deeply
into ourselves until we became an open cemetery.
•

and as frenzied– her arm reaches into the sand
closer and closer to pull me in, have one last good look
at me to ensure I disappear, if I’m not already gone.
I have my flask. The sunset. Miles of winding road.
Memories to fade, to make, to fade.
22

natalia litwincz

james jackson

I drink screwdrivers to feel the acid on my tongue,
feeling better since fleeing to the bay’s foggy shores.
I make stops to study the water at each chilly beach,
every heave of the tide as clear as the last—
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in search of our son
joel cohen
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joel cohen

Saren is born on Lathrim to the Therasan. As he grows older
(although he remained a child his entire life) he learns much about
the world from his mother, Lithara. But he goes beyond what his
mother teaches. He discovers new ways of doing things, things that
require more than just an understanding of the natural world.
They require an understanding of how to actively alter it to achieve
a goal, ways that go well beyond the simple faith in the world and
the workings of it that Lithara, or indeed any of the Gods, could
provide.
The History of Lathrim
Stephen Quinn

Who is my son’s real father? Can
someone who slept with a woman,
whether a love affair of some
duration or a one-off fertile moment
never to be seen again, be considered
a father? I knew a young man, once,
who told me the story of his birth—
conceived by an unknown father
at The Woodstock Music Festival.
His mother bravely kept her child,
nurtured him, raised him, and sent
him off to school where he became
an architect. She never married.
Just the reverse happened to
Stephen, who knew neither his birth
father nor mother and relied on

the nurturing of adoptive parents.
When he was eight, we divorced
and shared his custody—his mother
keeping him during the school week
while I, this story-teller, took him
in tow each weekend, structuring
my life around him to provide the
proverbial role model, until he went
off to college and broke the invisible
thread binding all three of us.
He claimed the best of both worlds,
indulged by both parents during his
time with each, suffering only from
an absence of discipline. He loved us
both, of that I am certain.
Yet I am almost also certain that
25
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his very nature overwhelmed our
disparate love and indulgence.
Because we were not a united front—
mother and father living together
organizing his life in unison—
Stephen dominated each one of us
through our divided but best wishes
for his future. He was intelligent,
scoring high on tests that could not
be programmed by lesson learning.
He created his own obsessive life
in a science fiction fantasy called
The History of Lathrim, which on
hindsight seems to project Stephen/
Saren into the role of ET in Spielberg’s
film, trying to find his cosmic home
where he might be reunited with his
real family.
The desire to learn and express
that Saren brings to the Therasan
is so profound that many refuse to
merely experience the God through
the boughnet, they actively set out to
learn at his knee (or he on theirs, as
the case usually was). His teaching
bough became a permanent place of
learning, the first such permanent
community in Therasan history. He
creates writing so that each individual
might express him or herself as an
individual.
Saren brings literacy to the tribes
so that people might write down
their story. They learn numbers to
keep score of games, and language
so that the “best” jokes would be
remembered forever.
Stephen taught history at the
American School in Nicaragua.
A short time after Stephen’s death,

at age 31, I entered my own fantasy
world searching in parallel for his
father.

“This child has better
genes than your own
family,” said my aunt.
“This child has better genes than
your own family,” said my aunt, who
was head of the adoption agency in
Boston. From her, I had discovered
the first clues to my son’s origin.
“The father is tall, the mother
average size. One has a complexion
like Stevie.”
One parent short, one parent
tall. To my aunt, six feet was tall.
I assumed it was the father since
Stephen stood taller than six feet.
“Both their parents were college
educated.”
Stephen’s birth grandparents had
both been to graduate school.
“More education than you had,”
noted my aunt dryly.
“If Stevie ever wants to know
about his birth parents, I’ll help him
find them. If I die (she was then in
her late 60s), I’ll leave their names
with your cousin. She can help, but
only if Stevie wants.”
I had asked Stephen if he wanted
to find them.
“I’m not interested,” he always
replied.
“You may find that Stevie has

musical proficiency. His paternal
grandfather taught in the music
department of a university in
Providence.”
There usually is a first cause
for someone to pursue playing an
instrument—a parent who imbues
their child with the love of musical
expression and perhaps provided
lessons to see if it might take root.
There are special inclinations to
talent—from Mozart’s father driven
to embellish the prodigy of his
child to the head of a college music
department whose son grew up
surrounded by classical music and
perhaps rebelled by playing drums
in a jazz band.
Stephen’s nurturing mother could
not carry a tune and his nurturing
father could not dance. Raised in a
home devoid of both musical culture
and proficiency, Stephen became a
massive collector of compact music
discs. He filled his own life with the
sounds he loved, not just specific to
the classic rock era he adored but
encyclopedic through the decades
of his own life. And how prescient to
discover that Stephen’s favorite band
was Rush, whose poet/percussionist
Neil Peart also shared Stephen’s
middle name, Neil. With his long
dexterous fingers, Stephen rapped
a percussive beat to any song he
heard. In all the world of rock music,
Stephen had chosen to admire a
man who most closely resembled the
father he never knew.
It was then that fate threw a

red herring at me. The Arts Week
section of our local newspaper had
a picture of a man who promoted
contemporary music in Providence
at his night club, Henry’s Heartbreak
Motel, an appropriate name for
someone who might nurture a deep
regret in life. He started his club
in 1975, seven years after Stephen
was born. The newspaper reporter
described Henry as a Scrabble®
fanatic and word memorizer. He
favored R & B music in his club
and over the years had booked
star performers past their prime—
Muddy Waters, James Brown, Jerry
Lee Lewis, and Roy Orbison.
In the age of rock, rap, and hip
hop, he persisted in showcasing
performers he admired.
“Eccentric as all get-out,” wrote
the reporter, quoting a close friend.
In the promoter’s own words, “I was
the nerd at junior high school who
brought his records to parties while
everyone else was talking to girls.”
Curious in my search to find
Stephen’s father and thereby discover
the man Stephen might have become,
I saw many similarities to my son—
his obsession with collecting records
and paperback science fiction books
by the hundreds, a natural gift to excel
at taking exams, his awkwardness
with girls. They shared a love of
music from the 1950s through the
’70s. I saw a resemblance to Steve
in the two article photos. Both had
high foreheads, with receding hair,
and a strong jaw line. They each
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had a similar face shape—more
rectangular than round, an even
straight mouth, large nose, and
narrowing intense eyes as if shielding
sensitivity to some otherworldly
glare. And most coincidental, he
had attended Brown University
from 1966 until graduating in 1972.
Stephen was born in 1968.
I schemed how I might approach
Henry; see at close hand if he
resembled Steve. My wife thought me
obsessed. I confided my suspicions
to a close friend, also a bachelor, and
a contemporary of Henry Perkins.
He knew him. He also knew my son.
“They don’t really look alike,”
he said, dashing cold water on my
passionate fantasy. “Besides, he’s
much shorter than Stephen.”
“One parent is short,” my aunt
had said, “the other tall.” The young
man I sought had to be the taller
parent, and so, not Henry Perkins.
It had been over a decade since
Stephen had died. Occasionally, I
read the obituary columns. I mourn
the early deaths—young children,
adults under age 40. My sister-in-law
passed away from breast cancer, at age
63. Unavoidable grief has haunted so
many families. Time had not cured
my own but rather, like a good tailor,
stitched my life together once again.
Then one Sunday morning’s leisurely
pursuit of the local news brought me
to a long obituary that couldn’t help
but engage my curiosity.
“Beckett, Angela Austin, born in
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Boston Mass. December 24, 1907,
Angela passed away peacefully six
weeks before her 100th birthday in
Palo Alto, CA where she had lived
with her family after over 60 years in
Providence, RI.”
She’d had an illustrious life—
graduate of Radcliffe College in
1929, Phi Beta Kappa; she sang with
Harvard choral groups and The
Boston Symphony Orchestra; she
studied violin with her father; she
taught Latin and mathematics. In
1934, a year before I was born, she
married Robert A. Beckett, who had
graduated Yale University, also Phi
Beta Kappa, and the Julliard School
of Music.
Angela’s many contributions and
interests were described. She had
been a woman of culture and the
arts, deeply committed to education.
I read on, scanning quickly through
numerous references, one comment
nagging at my subconscious—
that of my aunt: “Stephen’s birth
grandparents have more education
than you. Don’t worry about his
intellect.”
I went back to the beginning
and read carefully through the long
obituary.
“Her beloved son, Austin, survives
her.”
And then I found the key to a door
I might never have unlocked had I
not been an obsessive reader myself.
From the obituary again: “She
married Robert A. Beckett, violinist
and department chair/professor of

music at Brown University, who died
in 1992.”
They had one beloved child,
Austin. I had the same in Stephen.
The city and university was a bull’s
eye, but had their son Austin been
living in the vicinity when Stephen
was born?
Did their lives intersect only in
language—Stephen’s fantasy Lathrim
with Austin’s poetry? Are words at a
similar age evidence that one had
begotten the other? For Austin, I
discovered, was both a musician and
a poet.
Stephen’s words move from
journal to essay, from heart-aching
letter to his imaginary world.
They are unique words which he
used to make sense of the tenuous
and shifting world imposed upon
him—given up once for adoption,
loved and cherished twice as much
by parents whose own lives had
changed and diverged.
I needed more than just the names
and dates I had discovered reading
his mother’s obituary. I needed the
poet’s real words to link him to my
story. I wanted to show that he and
Stephen thought alike by their words
and abstractions, that their language
intersected—the lost world of
Lathrim with the minimalist poetry
of Austin Beckett.
On my faithful Friday pickups,
half way to Stephen’s residence in
Sudbury, I meet my former wife
in the parking lot at the Route 128
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station for exchange of the happy
prisoner.
“Hi, Dad,” Stephen says with a big
hug and a kiss as he jumps into my
car.
All the way to Providence, we
chatter about his week, have a
mac-and-cheese supper at Anita’s
restaurant on the east side and
then home to my apartment. When
Stephen was eight years old, I bid for
a friend’s portrait skill at an ACLU
fundraising auction. I played squash
twice a week with her husband.
“Whom do you want me to paint?”
she asked.
“My son, Stephen,” I said.
He posed Saturday mornings for
her, and in the afternoon Steve and
I went to the squash courts, and I
taught him how to play.
Stephen looks confident in his
portrait, done in early Renaissance
style—like those portraits of young
men behind whom a window gives
view to a mystical landscape of
distant hills, somber in tone to the
bright colors of the one posing. My
young Viking son, with his reddish
hair, truly looked like his portrait.
He wore a blue and white jacket
open to reveal a brown sweater with
blue accents, a dark blue baseball
cap perched jauntily on his head.
Arms spread in a casual pose, he
sat by a window that looked out to
the image of earth in a dark void,
as seen from the moon, clouds and
ocean repeating the blue and white
of his clothes. His left hand extended
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casually from his jacket, long fingers
elegantly shaped, and in his right
hand he held a Duncan® YoYo—a
child who resided comfortably in the
cosmos.
I sheltered Stephen. I bought him
his first computer and sent him to
university without any surviving
debt. I bought and repaired his
first car because Stephen, a typical
teenager, was accident-prone. I
helped navigate his circuitous path
around the pot-smoking heathens of
Wesleyan, past shoals of police who
ransacked his friend’s apartment and
arrested her for dealing. I bought
him his clothes, fed him sirloin steak
on school vacation. I was uncle to
his friends, bailed out his credit
cards and parking fines, guided his
increasingly stubborn way toward
an academic life, my worries for
him perfectly synchronized with
my love. But I couldn’t prevent him
adopting a stray mutt from the
pound, a dog that grew too large and
rambunctious for my home. For the
love of dogs he gave up his life. Ah,
Kinneson, I could not shield my son
from your love.
Stephen worked for a decade on
his story The History of Lathrim. He
left the complete file on his computer
continuing to work on it up to his
death. That file left clues to the
struggle he had creating his world, an
obsession he kept hidden from me.
Saren/Steve often frustrated by the
indifference of many tribes/classes
to the knowledge he so wanted to

impart. Saren, in Stephen’s story, is
also destined to die young.
I’m not sure I fully understand
him, nor can I readily comprehend
elements of post-modern poetry
written by the man I believe to be
Stephen’s father. Yet they intersect
in their intellectual obscurity,
deconstructed from words that
are easily intelligible—a sort of
Finnegans Wake—word lists and
surrealist ideas that offered a
glimpse into their private worlds,
extraterrestrial obsessions which
they shared in their 20s.
The poet deconstructs. From bits
and pieces, using both their words,
I will try to reconstruct not one, but
all our three lives.
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in childhood
doreen kiefer-kopecky
The two bare pines are covered
with black crows. They are the alarm I hear,
the large sound, if sounds can be large,
shaking me to the window
but there’s never anything to see.
The thick salted air carries
their voices, keeps tight its grip on
the cackle. All the birds I try to name by their calls, screams
in a neighborhood with cats stalking in bushes
macabre, still. They break
my sleep. I wait, watching the neighbor’s roof—
which will land on the earth first? How old am I? Six,

lying a mile away from Northern beaches with wind
echoing, imitating those crows, an ambulance chasing
the air. Maybe a storm’s coming in, maybe
the noise will turn off, and all the neighbors will run outside
because they heard it too and think it’s strange
how it is too quiet for morning, too still to be alive.
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eight? It could have been in a book I read last night,
bird bodies and feathers, red cardinal and robin
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al jarreau

docked

james jackson

jim landwehr

In Spain I did love and adore you. I did.
But in Spain, it is easy to love and adore anything—
the paella, her rabbit flesh and beans;
even the sidewalk—acera.
With her language an aphrodisiac,
you do not wonder why you fall, or sustain, in love.
We spoke our ugly language around beautiful tongues
which filled the air with matrimonial vows.
In the beginning, we were the sound of stars, the language
of kisses. I can fall in love with anything skybound
and I do.
Those moon-colored nights were our yesterdays,
and tomorrow we return to our familiar,
where love is not wordless
nor as easily presumed.
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I am crouching on the dock, separating a nightcrawler from a section of its body in order to bait a hook.—It’s okay, worms have seven hearts, it’ll be fine—My two kids and three of their cousins are
catching bluegills and thus shortening nightcrawlers faster than I
can separate them from their hearts. It is approaching dusk and
the warm August air is electric with the energy of kids, summer
and happiness. “I got another one!” my Sarah shouts. I barely have
enough time to gulp a swig of my beer before helping her free her
catch. “Give the fish a kiss and I’ll throw it back,” I joke. She plays
along and feigns a kiss. A few boards away, two cousins accidently
cross lines. My younger brother tends to it and spells me from
my duties as fishing guide, father and uncle. Together we perform
dockside triage, assessing the severity of each mishap and reacting – all the while trying to keep baits in the water to maximize
the kids’ experience. Both of us realize the importance of what
we are doing on this dock in northern Wisconsin. For I can say
nothing of what my children or their cousins will remember, but
it’s quite evident that these are lifetime memories for me. Somewhere during the chaotic chattering the sun sinks behind the trees
and the bite tapers off. The tiny fisherpersons lose interest one by
one and run off flip-flopping to seek refuge from the mosquitoes
inside the warm glow of their cabins. As my brother and I pack
up the tackle boxes, I put down the last swig of my beer. In the
distance, a screen door slams.
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through the
looking glass

and what I found there

cynthia stock

I
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tried not to work myself up
about visiting my son, Daniel, in jail, on his nineteenth
birthday, on Mother’s Day.
But there you have it: some things
can’t be ignored. I promised myself
I wouldn’t turn the day into a maudlin B movie scene replete with wistful stares and quivering lower lips.
Good luck with that. A part of me
wanted to kill him.
I anticipated a double-paned,
more-likely-than-not bullet proof
glass would separate me from my
son, having watched enough Law
and Order reruns to know each of
Detective Lenny Briscoe’s opening one-line zingers. I imagined a
window similar to the one I looked
through after Daniel was born, his
discharge from the hospital delayed
because he came butt first into the
world. The backwards entry bruised
his entire bottom and sentenced him
to days under a garish lavender light.

From day one, I couldn’t protect him
from the world. I failed motherhood
early in the game and always fought
to make up for it. Single parents do
that.
I learned about Daniel’s incarceration from his girlfriend.
“I thought you needed to know.”
She called and chatted with a perky,
yet street-savvy voice, like he was
away at camp or in the hospital. She
shared visiting hours, the dress code,
and explained my name had to be
on “the list.” She assured me it was.
“If you’re late,” she warned, “the next
visitation isn’t ‘til next week ‘cause I
see him on Tuesday.”
Blindsided by the news, I mashed
the phone against my ear and nodded silent understanding to an empty house.
Of course I had to see Daniel. It
was his birthday. But I still didn’t
want to see him in a place that reminded me of savage moments from

The Shawshank Redemption. There
would be no Morgan Freeman baritone voice over to tell Daniel’s story.
And I didn’t want to face the reality
of my son, the felon, regardless of his
crime. I’d rather relive the last good
time we enjoyed at a ZZTop/Lynyrd
Skynyrd concert where I ignored,
and he deeply inhaled, the miasmic
cloud of pot surrounding us.
Even victimless crimes change
the lives of the perpetrator and his
family forever. This day Daniel’s
crime didn’t matter. A son is a son.
A mother is a mother. I had been
warned about being a parent. “Your

If you asked him,
Daniel could neither
tell you my birthday,
nor how old I was.
child is your child. No matter how
old he is. No matter what he’s done.”
If I were an honest person, I
would admit seeing Daniel was selfish. It was Mother’s Day. I dreamed
of perfection: perfect son, perfect
parent, and perfect family holidays.
Sure. And I could be a millionaire.
Reality check. As a young adult, he
handed me holiday cards fresh from
a paper bag, unsigned, bought at
the last minute, on his way for his
fifteen minute pit stop with me. At
Christmas, if he had a girlfriend, he
ate with her family, not ours. If you

asked him, Daniel could neither tell
you my birthday, nor how old I was.
This Mother’s Day visit affirmed
what I already knew. I would never
have the child of my dreams. I wanted a child who succeeded. At what?
I had no idea. I wanted a child who
loved and respected me as much as I
did my parents. How would I know
if he did? Again, no answer. I wanted a happy child, one who could
break the restraints established
by a controlling, over achieving
mother and run through sprinklers
with abandon. I had given him the
chance one day at the football field.
Sweat dripped down his face and
plastered his curly hair to his head.
His cheeks flushed with effort. “You
wanna run through the sprinklers to
cool off? Go ahead. We have time.”
He shrugged and ambled off toward
the car. Just then I wanted to run
through those sprinklers and show
him how it was done. I didn’t, and
none of that mattered now.
Rummaging through my closet
to find something to wear, I felt like
I was going on a first date. Would I
wear the right thing? Say the right
words? Would I even recognize this
person, so much a part of me, yet
who defined the boundaries of our
relationship with cycles of estrangement?
Daniel knew right from wrong. I
made a point of returning to the Tom
Thumb when they undercharged me
for groceries by ten dollars, even
when finding a fifty dollar bill on
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the street while out jogging made a
difference in our monthly budget. I
didn’t drink and drive, didn’t call in
sick when I was well. I confess I did
pick him up early from school some
Fridays to go to a movie. Did things
like that lead to a life of crime?
I decided to wear the dress I wore
in my second wedding—which, in
retrospect, might have been a bad
decision. It was an off-the-rack Dress
Barn thing, gauzy flowered print
with sleeves the length mandated by
the Collin County Corrections Department. I was old enough to have
grandchildren, but some bureaucrat
imagined my flabby arms might incite the inmates. Long after my visit,
it dawned on me that Daniel started
to pull away the day I remarried, the
day he realized he was no longer the
center of my universe.
The first step in visitation required
forfeiture of identification. Just like
being a prisoner. I handed the desk
officer my driver’s license. He verified my name on “the list.” Next I
stowed the rest of my life: wallet,
car keys, and a writer’s notepad, in a
sticky-to-touch nine-by-nine locker.
Exactly twenty-three minutes to
visit. I waited and snatched glimpses
of those around me, incredulous that
so many ordinary people sat in the
same sorrow I did. In the far corner
of the waiting room I recognized a
man with whom I worked. We nodded in acknowledgement, but made
no attempt to connect. I wondered if
we would ever speak again at work.

Visiting someone in jail is a most
private public thing.
An invisible speaker blared the
names of visitors. I became a fifty-two year old Alice from Through
the Looking Glass. A metal detector ushered me through the rabbit
hole to my son. Our group dispersed
and explored an M.C. Escher world
filled with flights of stairs, hallways,
and visitation pods. I lost my sense
of which way was up in this wonderland. I recognized the physical
surroundings, but knew nothing
about the emotions rushing through
me with such force I staggered and
leaned against the wall to steady myself.
One woman brought her young
daughter, who skipped down the hall
in flip-flops. I shuddered. I would
never have brought my son to visit
someone in jail. But he brought me.
The woman had visited before and
helped me find my way to the proper
pod. I pushed through a heavy metal door and went down two short
flights of steps. Another door, this
time double layered, forced me to
wait until an alarm sounded. The
clank and grind of lock release preceded the rumbling of the door on
its track. It opened. I surveyed a
semi-circle of stools bolted to a metal floor, one per cubicle. I took the
stool closest to the wall thinking it
afforded some sort of privacy.
Smudged fingerprints smeared
the stainless steel. On the glass divider, I could see the whorls of pre-

vious visitors who touched it. Should
I smile? Impossible. What if I cried?
Not a chance—it might suggest relief
or forgiveness. I look so much like
my mother I knew my mouth would
set in the teeth grinding tension of
disapproval when Daniel appeared.
I hoped to maintain a modicum of
dignity. I noticed the black phone
mounted on the right side of the cubicle. The nurse in me thought about
germs. The mother in me hoped for
good sound quality. More waiting. I
hadn’t seen my son in months. I saw
a corridor to the left of the landscape
that filled the big glass window. It offered the only access to the visitors’
pod. Anticipation unsettled me.
Because of my position in my cubicle, as the prisoners entered the
area, I saw their feet first. Two sets
of legs didn’t belong to my boy. Nor
did the next three. Finally Daniel appeared in the neon orange jump suit.
He joked with one of the guards.
Always at ease, always working the
crowd, he dared to smile on one of
the worst days of my life. Following
my initial wave of relief, the desire to
slap him rooted itself in my gut and
grew into a virulent anger. I hated
what he had done.
The feeling reminded me of the
day I almost broke Daniel’s jaw. In
front of his best friend he screeched
at me “Why are you such a bitch?”
after I set some limits with them.
My anger exploded, not because
of the words, but the vehemence
with which they were spoken. I or-

dered Daniel’s friend home; he lived
around the block. Once he was gone,
I swung my arm in a wide arc, my
hand balled and hard as iron. Daniel saw it coming and ducked. My
knuckles barely brushed his cheek.
“You can call the police or we can
never talk about this again.” I said.
“But if you call them, look at me. I’m
a scrawny forty-six year old woman.
You have six inches and seventy-five
pounds on me. Who do you think
will win the sympathy game?” I hated to play the mind games he used to
manipulate me, but I knew a phone
call could end a lot of things I liked
about my life. Thanks for the memory, kid. Happy Mother’s Day.
Daniel picked up the phone and
held it against his bloated face. Acne
peppered his cheeks. His hair glistened with oil. He spoke before I had
a chance to ask if he was all right.
“I’m okay, Mom. They don’t pick
on guys like me in here.”
How well he knew me. His gift:
reassurance. False or true. I had no
way of knowing. I no longer knew
what kind of “guy” Daniel was. I remember the freshman in high school
who made his garage-band members
sign a contract agreeing to practice.
I remember closing my eyes the first
time I watched him in the marching
band, holding my breath, fearing he
would fall during a move that required him to kneel while holding
his trumpet. When I forced my eyes
open, he amazed me with the grace
of a teenager still growing accus-
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the third man remembered, the praeter, vienna | jim ross

tomed to his new height and slightly
overweight body.
“They wouldn’t let me bring you
any presents. So Happy Birthday.
When do you get out?” I love you.
How could you do this to me? How
could you ruin your life? What did I
do wrong?
Daniel talked about fried bologna sandwiches, shower shoes, and
how he’d made friends with one of
the guards. His voice sounded hollow through the phone. He never
apologized. Never wished me happy
Mother’s Day. My anger percolated.
The top of my head throbbed. He
rambled.
“Stop it. Stop talking and listen.
I love you now and always. But if
you do this again—trust me. I am
not visiting my son in jail when I’m
sixty. And you know what. I can’t
do this today. I’m leaving.” I cradled
the phone on the wall mount and
turned away. The doors opened with
timers, but I had to distance myself
from Daniel. I took one last look at
him. He put his hand on the glass. I
surrendered and matched my palm
with his.
Out in my car, I rested my head
on the steering wheel and cried.
Grief snatched my breath away. I
wanted to vomit and purge myself.
I screamed and cursed. Finally I
looked up through the windshield.
The sky faded into the pinks and oranges of a spent day, its beauty inviolate. A Mother’s Day irrevocable.
Seven days waiting.
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on the mend
carla cherry
Quenepas.
My first love called them quenepas. Kissed my nipples like my
lips. Softly.
They plumped into perfect orbs. He would stop. Sit back to
admire them as I squirmed.
my breasts feeling as beautiful as they looked in the mirror.
But he moved on. The next asked me to marry, left two weeks
before I birthed.
So he would grow healthy and strong, the nurse stood by as I
sat sorely on stitches, gently placing right, then left nipple in my
son’s tiny mouth.
They went flat. Inverted nipples, was what they told me.
They fed him by bottle in the nursery.
Second night, the hospital served dinners for two and sparkling
cider—
I only used one of the glasses.

My roommate’s husband held their daughter.
Daddy’s girl, Daddy’s girl, he cooed.
Muffled failure and tears with a towel. Wished my father was
there to coo
Daddy’s girl, Daddy’s girl;
he was home building the crib.
Tried pumping. Teaspoonfuls in bottle, the rest leaking. Soaking
through shirts.
Back to formula. At three months, son’s skin turned scaly:
eczema.
Breast is best.
Cousin suggested relactation.
Dry, painful suckling and cries for bottle.
As descendant of original Earth Mother/enslaved wet nurses—
should this not come naturally?
The babies of sister-friends and cousins latching on breast easily,
wrapping tiny hands around their mothers’ fingers.
Drinking. Humming.
Undressed alone in front of my mirror. Ogled my breasts.
Symmetrical. Plump—like quenepas.
From every angle. Beautiful.
Why did they only cradle son through story time? To sleep?
His asthma: my fault. Surrendered the struggle too soon.
Breast is best.
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Wish I’d had the internet then.
Might have learned inverted nipples are common for first babies.
Could have found the Hoffman Technique for nipple inversion—
he could have “enjoyed helping to draw them out”—had son’s
father stuck around.
But what if all that sucking and pleasurable pulling hadn’t
worked?
Had no more babies to see if my beautiful breasts could serve
biological purpose.
Lactivists lambaste public shaming of breastfeeding mothers
but
who posts and blogs against bottle-shamers for women like me?
Son is a man now.
And my nipples still plump into perfect orbs with the proper
kiss.
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But I am undoing damage:
To reverse years of rounding shoulders in shame, I am training
myself to
thrust them back for my bosom’s resplendent display
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He wasn’t, but his father was a different story. Old Johnny, his father
had come over years ago and now he
had a string of pubs. Joe was running
the one in Cricklewood where I was.
Cricklewood is some shit-hole.

new boots
david brennan

I

f he asks me for another sub
I’m going to fuckin lamp
him.’
That’s what he told my
friend Franky.
‘Fuck him,’ I said feigning nonchalance. Truth was, I didn’t like getting in trouble. It’s just that I couldn’t
shake it off; no matter where I went,
old trouble seemed to follow me
around. Especially when I drank,
and that was more often than not.
‘He seemed pretty serious,’ said
Franky, trying to tell me something.
‘I need the money to buy boots. I
got a job with Morris and the Kerry
boys. The buildings will suit me better.’
‘When are you starting?’
‘Tomorrow. You want to go for a
quick one before you go back?’
‘No—I got to get going. Got to
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work this evening.’
We came over together. Franky
was working in another pub in
Wembley and he was doing well. He
was getting action: had a bird—a
Paki one—said she’s great, but she
doesn’t shave her armpits.
I wasn’t getting nothing—only
getting fucked up.
Four weeks in, and I was fired.
Actually, I don’t know how I lasted
that long. I wish there was some dramatic reason for me being fired, but
I just wasn’t cut out to be a barman.
It doesn’t help when you’re drinking
all the time. It also doesn’t help when
you’re working with a sneaky-little-fucker like Leister. I reckon he
had something to do with it.
Joe was a slumbering wobbling
mass of shit and blubber who reckoned he was some kind of hard man.

Joe was my boss and he’s the guy
who threatened to lamp me if I asked
for another sub. Fuck him and his
subs, but he was right. By Friday I’d
owe him money instead of him owing me. Now Joe had a sister named
Josephine (the parents didn’t have
much imagination) but they got the
names mixed up I reckon, for she
had more balls than Joe. She was
pretty hot and had a nice set on her
with her posh English accent. I have
to admit I was in sin with myself on
too many occasions over her. Trouble was, Leister loved her—he told
me about it numerous times when he
was oiled up and the maudlin bullshit flew from his mouth like a hurricane. I had nowhere to hide from
it, but I didn’t mind—the drink was
free. After we cleared the bar, we’d
start at a bottle of Bacardi. Drain the
fucker. Leister was a wanker sober,
but pour a few drinks into him and
it was god help you. I’m not saying I
was much better but you know... In
his mind, he, the runt, was going to
marry Josephine and inherit the pub.
I don’t think that that is what was going on in Josephine’s mind, or Johnny the father’s mind, for that matter.
What a fucked up little place it was,
the Crows Nest. And the patrons

who frequented it were possibly the
lowest degenerate shower of misfits, alcoholics, psychos and general
cunts you could ever hope to meet.
I mean I didn’t even stand out if you
put me on the other side of the bar.
Trouble was Queen Josephine
was showing me some attention and
Leister didn’t like that. So I reckon
he was having words with Joe. Either
way I would have gotten the bullet
sooner or later.
I sat in my room upstairs rolling
up butts from the ashtray. I had laid
the money out on the bedside locker.
Fifty pounds. How much does a pair
of steel toe caps boots cost? The sickness of last night is on me, heavy and
unforgiving.
Will I hit the Hole in the Wall? Just
for a few you know, to take the edge
off things. My sister, who’s doing her
Ph.D. up in Southampton, sent me
a letter yesterday, which threw me
into an awful state. She let me have
it, said I was a disgrace to the family
and was causing the parents so much
trouble. I buried all four pages of the
letter under the mattress along with
my self-condemned poetry. I can’t
bear to look at it.
I got to get the boots.
I’m about to leave when there’s
a knock on the door. Fear ploughs
a lonely furrow. What else can go
wrong?
It’s Josephine and she’s brought
her big nipples with her.
They are sticking out of her tight
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T-shirt like buttons, whispering to
me to push them.
‘I just wanted to check you were
ok.’
‘You drink too much do you know
that?’
I fumble and mumble unable to
meet her eyes. Jesus, if only she came
knocking at my door now. She wanted to mother me, take care of me. I
was actually quite good-looking—
comparatively. So I’ve been told. After she left I had another reason to
beat myself up: I should have invited
her in. Youth was definitely wasted
on me.

of myself. I’m not in the mood for
that shit—got plenty of my own to
deal with.
I scour the windows. I’m sure I
saw a shoe shop round here. I pass
The Crown.
‘Oh, the craic was good in Cricklewood and they wouldn’t leave the
Crown
With glasses flying and Biddys
crying ‘cause Paddy was going to
town
Oh mother dear, I’m over here
and I’m never coming back
What keeps me here is the reek o’
beer, the ladies and the craic.’

I eventually get out of the room.
Rat-like I sneak out the back. Crossing the street I get the smell of fried
chicken from the KFC shop. My
stomach summersaults and does a
headstand. I almost pass out. One
hand against a dirty wall, I’m holding
up the world. It must have rained shit
last night cause everything seems to
be covered in grime. My stomach,
my poor, poor stomach. I should eat.
I should do a lot of things. Across in
the park I see the hordes of bums.
Irish bums, who talk of home like it’s
two million miles away—It might as
well be…
‘The wages of sin is death. And Jesus died for your sins.’
Oh fuck. This guy is too young to
be a preacher. He’s into it—he’s really
into it. His tongue rattles like a snake
in a cage.
I move away fast. He reminds me

Yeah—that Crown. The craic must
have bypassed me.
I’m heading towards Kilburn and
close to the Hole in the Wall. I spot
a shop across the road. I hate shopping. I get all flustered. If I hit the
Hole in The Wall and have two pints
then I’ll be in a better position to
bargain with the dude.
In The Hole in the Wall I bump
into Finbar, a regular I had gotten to
know when I was a barman up in The
Crows Nest. You’d open the door at
ten-thirty in the morning and there
he’d be, standing there with a folded
times under his arm and a half-smile
between his sizzled eyes and thin
mustache.
‘Double brandy and a half a pint
and whatever you’re having yourself.’
I always said no out of politeness
and then of course I’d say, ‘Ah shur if you insist.’
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Finbar was a mysterious character. He always had money and always
drank the same amount and left at
the same time. He never divulged
much information about himself,
but rumours abounded:
‘On the run.’
‘A professional con-man and gambler.’
‘The Ra...’
He was probably just another
fuckin eejit like the rest of us, but
you’d never know—you wouldn’t
know who you’d be dealing with
over here. Whoever he was I was
glad to see him. You could have a
good conversation with him. He was
different than the usual clientele that
frequented the Crows Nest, maybe
because he was educated. He buys
me a drink and I buy him one back.
The faint glimmer of hope begins to
burn in my liver and my brain begins
to clear up. I hit him for a twenty.
Tell him I’m getting the start in the
morning and I’m good for it. ‘Ok,’ he
says – ‘but you might do me a favour
sometime. Might have a bit a work
for you. Good pay.’
‘I will,’ says I—‘anytime.’
‘Goodman. Get in touch,’ he says.
He writes down his number on
the back of a box of Bensons.
The Boots are still in the back of
my mind. It’s hard to find peace.
Fuck the boots.
Finbar leaves, as always in a hurry—his head down, studying the
earth’s crust.
I’m rising now, on the wave. The

jukebox is rocking The Doors. I’m
waiting for my little LA woman.
Well I did go into town about an
hour ago and took a look a round me
to see which way the wind blow...
An hour falls, and then another.
No sign of my little LA woman or
any other woman. ‘You’re in trouble
the way you’re drinking,’ the barman
says.
‘Thanks,’ I say. ‘I know it, but one
for the road.’
The Boots.
Emerging from the darkness into
the light is like being slapped into
a different dimension. Things look
better on the footpath now. Cricklewood seems exotic.
He’s closing up when I arrive. I
wrap on the door and he lets me in.
‘Steel toecaps, size ten. Cheapest
pair you have.’
Only has size 11. He wants forty
for them.
‘Elevens will do. Listen man all I
have is thirty. You can take it or leave
it.’
He takes it. Good man.
I had the boots but it was still a
long walk home.
•
Didn’t matter a fuck if they were
steel toecaps or not—cause they were
way too big for me and offered my
toes no protection as my toes weren’t
supposed to be where they were supposed to be. ‘I could have brought
cheaper ones,’ I cursed—then I’d
have something to eat. Concrete and
Paudi were adding to my troubles. I
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was going to have to do something
about him,—and do something fast.
That Westmeath bog-bollix-fucker was being a bit liberal with his
tongue: all fucking college boy this,
and college boy that with him.
Summer of 1996, and there’s a heat
wave in England and I’m out working in it from 7 in the morning until
7 in the night with little or nothing
to eat. Fucking Gulag Archipelago.
Euro 96 is on, but I haven’t even seen
a game on the telly.
I find little things to keep me going. The mind resolves to fool you.
My body aches as I struggle with a
full wheelbarrow. I count the steps.
Step 10: I’m ready to fall down
and feel dizzy.
Step 15: Salty sweat swamps and
burns my eyes but the fuckers won’t
keep me down.
Step 20: About to fall down and
cry when all of a sudden into my
mind jumps Grainne, a girl in college, whom I had spoken to once or
twice. Up until that moment I hadn’t
realized I’d loved her. I’d do it for her.
Tall, thin, mysterious Grainne became a power greater than myself.
Step 30: Beauty in all its glory is
revealed to me. My arms burn and
my stomach rumbles. I release gas
but it’s more than gas. Something has
liquefied and rolled down my leg.
Step 35: I resolve to find her and
to love her once I get back.
Step 50: I fuck the contents of
the barrow in a hole and stop for a
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few seconds to loosen up my back.
Looking at the blue sky, I know that
I have earned my existence.
The days are long and hard and
you have to take things by the minute, by the second sometimes to keep
from going mad.
Same thing with the pick and the
shovel. I set myself goals: twenty-five
more spine-jerkin-thrusts and all
will be ok. I picture myself decapitating Joe, Leister and now Paudi. They
are begging for forgiveness but none
is granted. I then devour a more
than willing Josephine. I conquer
one square meter and then another
and all of a sudden I have conquered
Russia.
The days starts early. The white
Van rattles down the cold dark
streets of Cricklewood at 6am. The
door slides open and I fall in. Do not
make eye contact with Morris, the
driver and leader of the crew at this
hour of the morning. He’s sick—always sick. His eyes sing it. He looks
like a Rastafarian-Kerry man; hair
wild and unkempt with no particular direction or symmetry and jaws
sunken. John, an older man sits beside him upfront. He’s quiet—fierce
quite. So quiet they call him Quiet
John. Declan is in the back. Sometimes Paudi comes with us but more
often than not he drives himself with
another lad or two. Paudi’s a prick.
I’m bottom of the pecking order
because I’m newest, can’t drive machines, have no skills and I’m a col-

lege boy. Paudi is next above me, so
when he gets shit off Morris and the
others he takes it out on me.
There’s no talking. Barely even
a greeting. Everybody sits in silent
communication with their own suffering. Head down and try to get
more sleep as the van rattles up the
M1 motorway. You can’t get comfortable and you can’t sleep no matter how you twist and turn. I dreamt
of cushions and a pillow but it seems
so distant, so unattainable that it
might as well be in a different universe. A better one. We hit the outskirts of the town of Baldock at 7.
The sun is up and already warming.
Morris empty-reaches, his muscles
contracting violently rippling like a
snake up his back. Defying his lifestyle, he’s in good shape for a man in
his early forties—at least, from the
outside. I’d hate to be his insides. If
he were a car he’d be in the car graveyard.
He takes huge gulps of the water
from the black-waven pipe and in
between he let the water run over his
head and down his naked back and
chest. He groans and growls like he’s
breaking through himself. His mad,
rolling eyes fall on me. Morris, the
Mad king of Kerry, smiles his demented smile, gives a quick wink,
then roars out: ‘Fill the fuckin’ digger.’
I usually did it in evenings but
yesterday we’d been in such a rush to
get to the pub that Morris said to do
it in the morning.

Everything had to be done with

Everything had to be
done with high speed
and a good dose of
anger. You fuck yourself
into it with abandon.
high speed and a good dose of anger. You fuck yourself into it with
total abandon. After a while it’s therapeutic. I had to fill I-don’t-knowhow-many-gallon-heavy-as-fuckdrums with diesel and then lug them
around the site and pour them into
the diggers. You couldn’t help getting soaked in diesel from the navel
down. I slept with the jeans on and
my legs had gotten infected with
some kind of horrible rash. It was
worse in the morning but the pain
wears off after a few hours.
I hadn’t eaten a breakfast in weeks.
I’d lost a lot of weight. We were the
ground crew, so we lay the pipes and
set the foundations. We were building a huge shopping centre. I have
to go down into the pipes and clean
them out when they get clogged
up—dangerous and dirty work.
Morris was only happy when he
was in the digger. Half machine, he
melted into the ball bearings and
grease of the beast and the beast
melted into him, a frightful sight
to behold. At 11 we’d take a break
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and hit The Owl. The English have
strange names for their pubs. We’d
down pints of cider. Two to four,
depending on the day. I never had
money but they wouldn’t see me dry.
I’d have loved to eat, but it was hard
to bargain when you were getting
handouts. Didn’t want to seem ungrateful.
Then, it was back to work until 2
and then back to the Owl for more of
the same. Sometimes Morris would
send me to the shop to get a few cans
and he’d drink them in the digger as
he worked. I’d get a snickers, or if I
had money, a sandwich and a bottle
of Coke. My god, nothing ever tasted
as good.
We’d stay going until 7 and by that
stage I’d be so hungry I wouldn’t feel
it anymore. We’d hit the Owl again
and stay there until ten or eleven.
We’d drive back down the M1 and in
stark contrast to the morning there’d
be singing, talking and laughing.
They sometimes played chicken
with oncoming cars. I just prayed
I wouldn’t be left in a wheelchair
or something. God knows how we
didn’t crash. My brain was in a permanent alcohol or hunger induced
semi-euphoric state, so much so that
the thoughts of dying didn’t seem so
bad. Maybe that’s what war is like. If
you saw us working, you’d know we
were at war; picks, shovels, bricks,
jackhammers, wheelbarrows and
mortar were our weapons. No time
for talk. One morning, the headman
Martin was late and we couldn’t get
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into the cabin to get the tools and
keys. Instead of waiting or calling,
Morris knocks down the door with a
six-inch block. Who the enemy was
we didn’t know. It didn’t matter—the
war had to go on.
Paudi is giving me shit all day.
We’re pouring concrete, and that
means deadlines, stress, and pressure. I worked myself to the bone,
to the limits of passing out. Like the
ascetics, I found comfort in it. There
was nothing else to console myself
with. The concrete was coming at
five.
I guess it was my fault for letting
it go on so long. I’m the passive-aggressive type. I should have cut him
off immediately when he started
bitching at me, but I was too kind or
too soft. He’s mouthing to me, pushing me, egging me on. I’m starving
and in no mood for his shit. We’re
knee deep in the concrete now and
the heat is on. We have to spread it
out with shovels, and time is of the
essence because concrete dries. I’m
fucking myself into it. Sweat burst
from my naked torso. The rage is
breaking a boil: I want to cut the
fucker down and bury him in the
concrete.
‘Come on college boy, hurry up to
fuck will ya,’ he shouts at me.
And that was one too many college
boy for me.
‘What the fuck did you say,’ I roar
so hard I hurt my throat. I moved towards him, shovel in hand; ready to

do a braveheart on the cunt.
‘What’s you’re fucking problem
—you fat fuckin cunt. I’ll cut your
fucking head of. You want it do you?
Come on then... come on ya bollix.’
Concern sweps over his face and
he starts to move away. I’m wading
through the concrete, and he’s falling
backwards.
I’m ready to kill or ready to die
—doesn’t really matter to me at this
stage.
Morris stopped the digger.
Paudi keeps retreating as I gain
ground. I’m going to open him up
like a slice fucking pan. He lost his
balance and helplessly fumbles in the
molten mass of concrete trying to
hang onto something so that he can
get up. I could bring the shovel down
upon him and they might as well
leave him in the concrete after that.
Luckily Declan runs over, jumps into
the concrete, and comes between us,
calming things down. We can settle
it later in the pub. There’s work to be
done first.
It’s close to seven now, and the
beautiful evening’s shimmering like
a lake. You would have to do a lot
of meditation to feel the peace I feel
when I lugged the last of the drum
loads into the digger for kick-off at
7 tomorrow. I’m soaked in diesel,
dirt and sweat. Visions of Grainne,
the future, great adventure and love,
drive me on. Paudie keeps his mouth
shut for the rest of the evening and
when the concrete is done, he drives
off home alone.

We hit the Owl and the first sip
of the freezing cider is better than an
orgasm. Morris keeps looking at me
– he doesn’t say it yet, cause he’s not
drunk enough, but later he would
tell me there was ‘Great stuff in me,
and fair play te ye for standing up to
yer man...’ He was proud of me, and
asked, ‘Are you okay for money? Do
you need the sub?’
‘I do Morris I do. Fifty will do it.’
The cider takes the hunger off me,
takes away the itching and pain in
my legs. I have to get back the boys
for the drinks today so I get a few
rounds. I light up a Benson and suck
deep on its promise. I feel that things
aren’t too bad; I’ve a new box of fags
and three bottles in front of me, the
sweat of a 12-hour day and the work
of two men behind me. And I knew
I could have buried that bastard. You
don’t even have to throw a punch to
know—you just know. Morris keeps
looking at me, smiling, with the glint
in the eye. The songs start.
Declan sings, as always, The Land
of The Gael and Carrigfergus. Morris growls his version of Navi Boots.
Always the same songs. Talk turns to
home.
Quiet John used to get talkative
after drink but he doesn’t anymore.
Morris is worried about him. They’ve
been working together for ten years.
‘He won’t go to the fuckin hospital.
He’s shitting blood but he won’t go
to the fuckin’ hospital—tell him lads
will ye,’ Morris pleads, when John is
gone to the toilet. His eyes well up
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cigarette box in my room. Whatever
it is that he’s into, it has to be healthier than this. Yes I decide, tomorrow,
during the noon-pints, I’m going to
use the phone in The Owl and give
him a call. And the mother too—to
tell her everything is grand. Tomorrow, yes, tomorrow, it will all work
out. The rattling of the van doesn’t
seem so bad now. Head down between my legs I imagine walking
Corbett’s Hill on a fine summer’s
evening. I walk it, each footstep to
the top. It’s all so clear that I might as
well be there.

this too will pass | w. jack savage

with tears.
Morris talks of Germany. If you
wanted money then go to Germany, the east of the country and work
there in the winter. Only the Irish
would do it, but the money was
great. ‘The Paddy is your only man.’
We’re all emotional now. Morris
cries again; hard as nails but soft as
putty, but shur that’s the way it goes.
The English barman looks at us
like we are animals in a zoo. He’s
never seen men drink so much.
‘You shuld `ave seen us when we
were younger,’ Morris rattles—‘fukin
balubas was only trottin after us, isn’t
that right John.’ John says nothing.
He only lights another cigarette with
the butt of the one he’s smoking.
The barman had served in the
Congo and loved to talk about it.
At the mention of baluba he was off
on one of his tales—tales we heard
night after night: ‘Fukin skin a man
alive they would, with their spears
and poison arrows. I saw it with me
own two eyes lads—fukin skin a man
alive and serve the poor bugger up
for breakfast. If I remember correctly there were a few Paddies got the
chop there too... dark place Africa
lads—dark as you wouldn’t believe.’
Declan drives home, as usual.
Drink doesn’t seem to change him
as much as the rest of us. He’s worse
on the gambling I heard. As we rattle
down the M1 I realize I have to get
the fuck out of here. I’ve a fiver left.
I determine to ring Fintan tomorrow. I still have his number on the
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staying at ben’s
apartment
was sad. The bathroom garbage bin
was empty except for a milky bag,
a milky bag. I spent a few days
staring at walls that lacked art, clocks,
plaques– wayward whites. I searched
the swinging ceiling fan for meaning,
its light hanging even as the nightmares
swirled and buoyed my sleep. On that
first midnight, I received an email
from Ema to confirm our petals had withered.
Desiccate yet still green somehow I slept
and slept and slept not anxious for the sun’s
return or its return to me, not that it did
for a while. I looked for this midnight whisper
days later to question again our phantoms,
sprinting through Gmail plains of text, but no,
this was a phantom, too. I whispered e-m-a with
my fingers into the search thus yielded darlings,
xoxo starlings and chains that floated from the
screen’s waterfall out into eternity, tethered
to the runoff running to that unknown place
where even phantoms go to die.

james jackson

crystal snail
james jackson
Mega Man X2, Super Nintendo
Oscillating bells reverberate the dark and purple soundcave.
In waves there are glimmers of crystalline– optical tricks of memory.
I can jump five times my height
but I don’t.
I dash faster than I was ever able to,
perhaps enough to…
I blast spiny gastropod bots with such rapid gusto
I believe I could have protected you.
It’s good to have a place to be immortal.
I see you gleam under the ventral
shells of my blue shoes and
wonder why every angled crystal
is your face and sheen of metal
on the gurney that shone bright
when they carted you away.
It was the ambulance I chased that glimmered on the highway
between the dull hills, behind the whirring traffic and glints of sun off steel.
I will not leave this wonderland without you.
I will dash into that abyss
where the screen stops its endless scroll.
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the green man | kyle hemmings
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the dispenser
randy richardson

I
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stood on tiptoes and started
to put my quarter into the
slot on the dispenser hanging
on the puke-green bathroom
tile. Just when the tip of the coin
touched the opening, I heard a clicking, grinding sound and I could feel
the heat coloring my face as I fell all
over myself backing away. I shoved
the quarter into the front pocket
of my Toughskins, scooched over
to the sink and quickly turned on
the faucet with my sweaty hands. I
watched the door in the mirror. No
one entered. Relieved, I turned off
the faucet.
Outside, I heard the scratchy ragtime music. Someone (maybe my
sister, maybe my dad) had tossed a
nickel into the old music machine,
setting off the self-playing instruments, as I had done half an hour ago,

when we’d first stepped into Svoboda’s Jr., a place whose history traced
to 1908, the last year the Chicago
Cubs won the World Series. Then
and for more than half a century it
was called Svoboda’s Nickelodeon
Tavern, a staple of Chicago Heights,
a heavily Italian city south of Chicago where Al Capone once roamed.
By all accounts it was a spectacle, a
large rambling tavern building with
many interconnected rooms packed
full of coin pianos and organs that
visitors could see and play.
In 1974, Al Svoboda moved his
nickelodeon to neighboring Lynwood, a couple miles from where
my dad lived in a sparsely furnished
studio apartment. I was twelve then,
and still reeling from D-Day, the day
two years earlier when my parents
shared the news with me and my sis-

ter: They were divorcing.
By seventh grade, neither of my
parents were whom I thought they
were for the first decade of my life.
Not only did I have two new homes
but two new parents. They used to be
like June and Ward Cleaver: a little
square but dependable. Honestly, I
couldn’t tell you a single thing about
either of them that made them stand
out from the rest of the parents out
there. Then, all of a sudden, they
were strangers. My mom went to
women’s lib meetings, took up art,
stopped making dinners, and started
wearing skin-tight jeans and blouses with plunging necklines. My dad
changed, too. Never a sportsman, he
suddenly had a freezer full of walleye
and Northern pike that he’d caught
on a fishing trip to Canada. He decorated the walls of his five-hundred
square foot apartment with the surrealism of Paul Klee, and listened to
Wolfman Jack late at night. These
were people I didn’t know. Funny
thing is, in some ways I liked them
more.
My sister and I spent weekdays
with my mom and weekends with
my dad, shuttling the fifteen miles
back and forth between our two new
lives. Sometimes it felt like my dad
was trying to make up for lost time
since he only had us for two days
to my mom’s five. Oddly enough, I
spent way more time with him after
the divorce than I did when we lived
in the same household all week.
Not long after Svoboda’s Jr. re-

opened in its new location, my dad
taking us there, I suppose as a way
to burn time as it was sort of an old
school Chuck E Cheese where he
could drink beer while my sister and
I played the ancient and dusty old
games and fortune-telling machines.
The first time I stepped in there I felt
like I had stepped back in time, a
fun version of the Yesterday’s Main
Street I used to enjoy at the Museum
of Science and Industry. After the
first couple of times there, it too grew
a bit stale. Even the coin-operated
peep shows disappointed because
they didn’t reveal as much as they
seemed to advertise. That’s when
the bathroom dispenser—a rusted-out vending machine with silver
knobs and pictures of strange items
from other countries, like the French
tickler and the Spanish fly – caught
my eye. It seemed to be selling sex,
which, at a quarter a pop, was the
right price for a boy who only had a
paper route and wild-eyed curiosity.
Just do it, I told my twelve-yearold self. And so I did. I slid my quarter in and heard it hit bottom. How
would I explain to my dad what I was
doing if he walked in? I didn’t even
know what it was I was doing, but
somehow it felt dirty, which made
it all the more exciting. My stomach
heaved as I turned the knob. I heard
something fall into the tray at the
bottom of the dispenser. Grabbing it,
I entered a bathroom stall and took a
seat. I tore into my adulterous prize,
tossing the plastic wrapper to the
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tile floor. There it was, sandwiched
between two thin, plain white cards:
black and white and about two inches
in width and three inches in height.
It resembled one of those photos that
you get from a photo booth. Only it
was not just a face. No, there was an
entire body. Of a woman. Wearing
no clothes. My jaw dropped. Goosebumps surfaced down my arms. I’d
only previously seen photos of naked women in National Geographic.
This one was not like those.
The woman was undeniably beautiful. She had an Elizabethan quality (the actress not the queen) with
thick, dark, shiny hair that draped
down past her shoulders. Except
there was one unusual feature:
Across her chest were six breasts,
lined up uniformly in three pairs.
I tried to square this with what I
knew (or, at least, thought I knew) to
be the truth about a woman’s anatomy. Surely this was some kind of
photographic trickery. Right? But it
looked…so real.

sister playing one of the coin-operated games. Instead of joining them,
I shut the bathroom door, emptied
more change into my left hand, and
sorted through for all the quarters.
There were eight, and I knew right
then that I couldn’t leave this bathroom with them. I dropped in one
coin after another and, with a heavy
sigh, packed my bounty into a safe
resting place at the bottom of my
front pants pocket.
I needed privacy, which didn’t exist in my dad’s tiny apartment. That
night I slept restlessly. When I woke
the next morning, I kept staring at
that clock on the wall as its minute
hand seemingly moved at a slower
and slower pace.
“Do we really have to stop at Mr.
Donut, Dad?” I asked on the car ride
that morning.
My dad looked back at me in the
rearview mirror as if I were an alien.
I loved jelly-filled donuts, almost
more than life itself. But that morning I didn’t have an appetite, at least
not for food. The knot in my stomach tightened, and I opened the car
window to get some fresh air.
When he finally made it to my
mom’s, I scanned the parking lot for
her car. Her blue Maverick wasn’t
there. Being Sunday, I figured she
was at the grocery store. This was my
chance. I grabbed my overnight bag,
threw open the door of the Pinto,
How long had I been in there? and raced from the parking lot into
Getting out of the stall to glance out the building and up the stairs, leavat the arcade, I saw my dad and my ing my ten-year-old sister trailing.

Surely this was some
kind of photographic
trickery. Right? But it
looked... so real.
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I headed straight for my bedroom,
where I locked the door behind me
and emptied my pocket on the bed.
Up until that time there had been
no feeling quite like holding an unopened pack of baseball cards in my
hand and tearing into it to reveal its
contents. I would revel in the thrill
of finding a Hank Aaron or Ernie
Banks, but now I had a taste of what
lie beyond that and my heart palpitated with the excitement of an explorer on the verge of a magnificent
discovery.
I ripped open one plastic sleeve
after another, wide-eyed. The images
on the cards were all like the first one:
They looked to be from the 1920s or
1930s, the time of those arcade machines that filled the nickelodeon.
But as I stared at the set of blackand-white images laid out on the
bedspread before me what stoked the
flame went beyond the nudity to the
mathematical puzzle that they created when taken in together. They only
deepened the mystery. One card pictured a beautiful blond with a sleek
bob and tight ringlets. From her bare
chest a single breast protruded like a
missile. Another featured a gorgeous
updo brunette with eight breasts
spread out like a heavily moguled ski
course. None of this added up in my
adolescent mind. They sure looked
real. Were they genetic mutations,
like something out of a P.T. Barnum
freak show? Or was this just one of
the many riddles that all girls and
women seemed to have over me?

Later than evening, when I sat
down for dinner with my mom and
sister, I swear I saw breasts growing
out of the Salisbury steak in front of
me. I stole a glance my mom’s way
and then looked over at my sister.
They kept on eating. I no longer had
an appetite.
I never showed those cards to
anyone. Never told even my closest
friend about them. I was too embarrassed to admit that I didn’t know if
they were real or fake. That would be
my own discovery for a later day.
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robbery in
progress
After my mother was robbed at gun point
at the savings and loans and they fired
her for not following
proper procedures, she decided enough
was enough—it was time for us to move
again. So she drove us to the alley
behind Thrifty’s where I wasn’t brave
enough to ask if we could go inside
and get a cheap double scoop of pralines
and cream. Instead, I helped her
load empty cardboard boxes and milk
crates into the trunk of our Mercury
Cougar. I was seven but I already knew
how exhausted she was from working, moving
boxes, minimum wage, being bulletproof—
In her face, I saw fresh terror
when she spotted a man fleeing the store.
“It’s him,” she said. “Get in the car.”
I tasted the curdling of calm, choked on sourness
of danger, the boiled rush of fear. We sped
away with our trunk open wide, spilling
cardboard, twine, milk
crates on the roads behind us, only
slightly comforted by the wail
of approaching sirens, not knowing
we'd never feel safe again.
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wet sidewalk | kyle hemmings

david-matthew barnes
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the rub
greg geis
Sometimes I hallucinate,
but that is not
the real problem.
The real problem is
that I have a secret life.
I steal shower curtains from
La Quinta and tell desk clerks
I’m a private detective.
When I’m happening
my right brain
doesn’t know what
my left brain is doing;
so whenever I go off the rails
I just reverse the current.
I feel like candy in a piñata.
Getting the shit beat out of you
by blindfolded children
is what life’s really all about.

Breakfast is free
and there is a happy hour
with free drinks; all the
good stuff is free.
I know it doesn’t make sense
but in most places happy hour
is actually three hours.
They say the mind knows when to stop
and when to keep going.
Now I am going to channel George Sanders.
When I die I’m going to
sell everything I have
and give it to the poor.

I am not really a private detective.

In the future
I will be more careful about
what I remember and less
careful about what I forget.

I cannot tell left from right.

I’ve always had good balance.

Networking never worked for me.

I am filled with remorse.

I have extra curly pubic hair.
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In my new life
I will live in a better
class of hotel,
possibly a Drury Inn
or an Embassy Suites.
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Karl Wallenda lives 3 rooms down.
When the world finally tips over
I won’t fall off.
Sometimes the universe makes exceptions.
I have blue eyes
and weigh 190 pounds.
I’m off my meds.
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he would always stand out | w. jack savage

Yes Jesus loves me.
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start
james jackson
Every poem
I ever start
ends with
breaking her heart will kill
(how to break up)
without breaking her heart
something missing
(to drive across the country)
(this is as good as it gets)

the petting zoo | w. jack savage

All the beginnings
I should have
written
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(we day-drink vodka)
(your dandelion skirt wisps)
I am myself around you
not every part
See. What we have is magical.
A saw sliced itself in two.
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